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The Effectiveness of an Interactive Map Display in Tutoring Geography
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INTRODUCTION
In developing SCHOLAR, Carbonell (Carbonell, 1970; Carbonell and Collins, 1973 ) took a first step toward a computer assisted instruction (CAI) system that is capable of conducting general tutorial dialogues with students. In SCHOLAR, knowledge is not stored as text, but in a preciselystructured semantic network of interrelated facts and concepts (Quillian, 1968; Collins and Quillian, 1972a) .
Every concept used to describe a given concept can itself be described elsewhere in the network. Thus, in a nontrivial sense, the program can understand the concepts it uses.
SCHOLAR also has different subroutines that use the structure of the network to formulate questions for the student, evaluate his answers, answer his questions, make inferences and computations, select new topics for discussion, etc. The attempt ir to structure information like a human knowledge, so that the program can use its knowledge as flexibly as a human tutor does.
Because of its inherent flexibility, the system can be extended in a variety of ways. For example, SCHOLAR has been modified to teach different kinds of knowledge (Collins and Grignetti, 1975) and to use different teaching strategies (Collins, Warnock, and Passafiume, 1975) . The experiment reported here was designed to test the utility of the map capability recently added to the original SCHOLAR program for teaching geography. The Map-SCHOLAR system was developed to integrate the tutoring of graphic information with verbal information. In view of the evidence that pictorial information may be remembered more easily than verbal information, (c.f. Bower, 1972; Paivio, 1971) we expected this capability to increase SCHOLAR'S teaching effectiveness.
Map-SCHOLAR can discuss with the student different maps that change dynamically according to the context of the discussion. To do this, a graphic structure was created which parallels the structure in the semantic network. The elements in the map display can be referred to either by their name, or by pointing to them, or both. Map-SCHOLAR both asks and answers map-related questions and provides relevant map information when the student makes a mistake.
In short, Map-SCHOLAR has all the capabilities of the original SCHOLAR with the addition of the map capabilities. TO THE FOLLOWING CITIES OF THE AMAZON  IN THE üilDER IM WHICH THEY APPEAR BELOW:  MANAOS, BELEM, AND IQUITOS  DON'T FORGET TO LET ME KNOW WHEN YOU would confound measures of teaching effectiveness. After having completed the pre-test, the student was given a brief, introductory lesson on a fourth country, Chile, using
Map-SCHOLAR. The; purpose of this lesson was to familiarize the student with the system and its capabilities or, more specifically, with the kinds of questions he would be asked, the kinds of answers that were expected of him, the kinds of questions he could ask of SCHOLAR, the use of the keyboard and the pointer, and the methods by which he could correct his input errors.
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The tutorial phase of the experiment consisted in three, two hour sessions, administered on consecutive days. 
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The final session was conducted three days after the last tutorial session. In this session, the student took the post-test and completed a questionnaire on those aspects of the lessons that he had found most and least helpful. In addition to the above, there were several categories of 'training events which occurred only in Map-SCHOLAR. SCHOLAR treated these events like fill-ins, but they were
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IftMU. LL'g distinctively marked for purposes of the backtrace analysis:
h) Label -SCHOLAR asks the student to name those features of the map that are blinking, i) Point -SCHULAR asks the student to point to the specified geographical features on the map. j) Label and Point -SCHOLAR asks the student to name and point to a specified set of geographical features.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The pre-test scores were examined using a 3 X 2 (Countries X Groups) repeated measures analysis of variance (Winer, 1971, p. 518) . The only significant effect was due to groups, as the college students generally scored higher than the high school students. Thus, these data suggest that the major benefit of the map system is in learning information about specific locations .
Backtrace analysis was also used to investigate the effectiveness of repeating questions, depending on whether the student answers correctly or incorrectly. We used a variation of backtrace analysis to determine which kinds of map questions are most effective for learning. In the map system there were three different kinds of map questions that might be asked:
(1) pointing questions, where SCHOLAR mentioned one or more places and asked the student to point at them (2) naming questions, where SCHOLAR blinked one or more places and asked the student to name them, and (3) pointing and naming questions, where SCHOLAR asked the student to name a set of places, such as the rivers in Brazil, and point to them in the order named. 
